ElectAir is an authorized Parker/IPS Stocking & Design Center providing design assistance for panels and structural aluminum to your specifications. Our engineers can furnish the finished product as standard length profiles, custom cut profiles and kitted, assemblies and sub-assembly, and even barcode to your specifications. Ask about modular solutions, too.

**Structural Aluminum**

- Machine Guarding - Work Stations
- Carts of All Kinds - Entire Rooms
- Furniture - Machine Framing
- And so much more

**Features**

- 100% Customizable
- Strong, Lightweight Solutions
- Corrosion Resistant Anodized Aluminum
- Can Be Powder Coated to Any Color

**Benefits**

- Official Parker IPS Design Center
- Local Assembly
- Fast Delivery
- Competitive Prices

**Other Assemblies**

**Panels**

- Pneumatic
- Electro-pneumatic
- Custom Designed and Built

Products of:

Customer Service
800-552-4247

Authorized distributor:

ElectAIR
An APPLIED® fluid power company
www.electair.com
ElectrAir is a leading distributor of a broad range of fluid power products to OEM and industrial customers located in California and Arizona.

Accessories
- Parker
- Adsens
- Allied Witan
- ARO
- Canfield
- Legris
- Rectus
- Hansen Couplers

Actuators: Hydraulic
- Control Line
- HPI
- Hydoline
- Parker

Actuators: Pneumatic
- Parker
- ARO
- CKD
- Control Line
- HPI
- Origa (Parker)

Air line
- Freelin Wade
- Legris
- Mazzer
- Nycoil

Air prep
- Parker
- ARO
- CKD

Automation
- Parker
- Danaher/Heacon
- PDI
- Schunk

Fittings
- Alkon
- Anderson
- Beswick
- Brennan
- Legris
- Nycoil
- Pneumadyne

Gauges
- Parker
- Ashcroft
- UCI
- Parker Pneumatics

Pumps
- Ingersol Rand

Shocks/Energy Absortion
- Enidine
- Efdyne
- Parker

Structural Aluminum
- Parker IPS

Tools, Hoists, Acc.
- ARO
- Ingersol Rand
- Pakers/Kromer

Vacuum
- Parker
- Vaccube

Valves
- Alkon
- ARO
- CKD
- Control Line
- Danz
- Linemaster
- Parker
- Pneumadyne
- Spartan Scientific

Work Holding
- Destaco

Customer Service
800-552-4247